I’m Late for a Very Important Date!
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“We saved valuable time in the development of basic tools, allowing us to concentrate on developing the application.”

CHALLENGE AND SOLUTION

Any professional knows that to be on time to an appointment is important. If you’re late, you can miss opportunities and inconvenience others. No one likes to be late or an accidental no-show. Roberto Pasquali of Osinters turned to Syncfusion to help him create a solution to this problem.

Pasquali needed to create an application to help manage companies that deal with rehabilitation activities for people who suffer from physical disabilities. The software itself helps manage the appointments of patients and the daily activities of health workers, so no one is late to an appointment.

To create the application, Pasquali used the grid control and date-time picker. With the basic tools already created, Osinters’s developers could focus more on making the application work.

“The forums are well-organized and contain the solutions to the problems [I] encountered,” Pasquali said. However, when Pasquali ran into a specific issue, Syncfusion’s support team would always respond quickly. Fast support meant a fast solution, making creating the application that much easier.

With Roberto Pasquali’s new application, being on time to appointments won’t be difficult.
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